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[How To Use]

Single25g / Set25g X 8ea
3,000 Won /  21,000 Won

① Before washing your face, take out the sheet and place it on your dry skin. 
(If wearing point makeup, place it on your face after an initial cleansing.)
② Remove the mask after 5~10 minutes when the bubbles begin to appear, 
and gently massage your skin using the bubbles. 
(TIP! The bubbles will form more voluminously the more you massage.)
③ After a thorough massage, rinse cleanly using lukewarm water.
(TIP! For concentrated deep cleansing you can use it 1~2 times a week. )
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[How To Use] Using a cotton pad, take an appropriate amount and wipe from the
inside of your face outwards, avoiding the eyes and mouth.150ml /  18,000 Won

Miracle Tree “Moringa”

For thousands of years ancient and native peoples including the Romans, the Greek, the Egyptians, and the Indians(of Ayurveda) 

have been using moringato create clean and safe drinking water.

It is rich in protein and amino acids, and has been used as a detoxicantdue to its excellent 

toxin-neutralizing abilities against heavy metals and toxic substances,and has long been used as a 

natural water purifier by the indigenous.
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35ml  / 22,000 Won [How To Use] 
After using the toner,at the serum stage take an appropriate amount and smooth
it out over your entire face, avoiding the eyes and mouth, and pat the skin to help it absorb.
*Healthy skin: At night, once a day.
*Sensitive skin: At night, 3~4 times a week.Miracle Tree “Moringa”

For thousands of years ancient and native peoples including the Romans, the Greek, the Egyptians, and the Indians(of Ayurveda) 

have been using moringato create clean and safe drinking water.

It is rich in protein and amino acids, and has been used as a detoxicantdue to its excellent 

toxin-neutralizing abilities against heavy metals and toxic substances,and has long been used as a 

natural water purifier by the indigenous.



50ml  / 25,000 Won [How To Use] For first-time use,pump it several times and assume an appropriate amount. 
At the cream stage, smooth it out over your entire face and pat the skin to help it absorb.
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Miracle Tree “Moringa”

For thousands of years ancient and native peoples including the Romans, the Greek, the Egyptians, and the Indians(of Ayurveda) 

have been using moringato create clean and safe drinking water.

It is rich in protein and amino acids, and has been used as a detoxicantdue to its excellent 

toxin-neutralizing abilities against heavy metals and toxic substances,and has long been used as a 

natural water purifier by the indigenous.


